Gumby lovers show their affection

"Continued from page 11"  People would come to the table before the screening of the film and sign up... in groups, they would ask and answer the questions."

Students gather for 'The Day After'

Continued from page 1
movie with others.

"In a way it was more important... because of the issue that was raised... In the ensuing discussion, all that is Gumby was good."

Tuition benefits

(Continued from page 1)
answer of what happens to the financial aid packages because of the recall."

"Gumby is non-sexi because he has no race, and he has no sex. I suspect that because he is non-gendered, Dignan

"Gumby is a social issue — a personal issue..."
The Top of the Stack

U. professors write the book on introductory texts

ELLEN ILAX

One way one can see into the hearts of behavior of every major in the United Nations. They had enough. Economics. Professor Edwin Mansfield's introduction to econometrics has won four设施建设, same things never change. Each year, more than 300 in 600 students to take in Economics 1. And each year, a large number of students pay more than $20 to pay for their texts.

What are introductory texts? Big business. Annually, close to one million students nationwide take introductory psychology, and another

million out for introductory psychology. Which means a big business for academic publishers who write textbooks in that area.

Stanford University Psychology Professor Ph.D. Edwin, who uses University Psychology Prof. McCleary's introduction textbook, said, "I think there are professors who will try to peddle an inferior book to their students."

When I taught in a class in which I had written a book, I haven't had a single student purchase a different book. But I don't see it as a disadvantage because I felt there was another book that was more appropriate for the course," he said, adding that the University does not use the text for microeconomics.

"I do feel a little squeamish about setting the bar at the professor teaching the course," Ellsworth added. "And I think it's definitely a barrier to entering the profession."

So, are there any differences in textbooks? "Some things never change," said Professor Edwin Mansfield, who co-authored the book "Economic Principles, Problems, Decisions." The book has been used as a textbook for over 30 years. He said Mansfield put it into the curriculum seven or eight years ago and became the class's primary text for three or four years ago - essentially for a course in the Economics department on the Mansfield book. Economics Professor Claude Golden, who teaches the honors section of Economics I this term, said Mansfield's book is not a sufficient challenge to her students. "The students in the honors class require a little more depth," she said.

"If they get that adoption for a big enough of a course, they can make a lot of money," he said. "But not at the University of Pennsylvania. At a place where you can get 2000 students at a crack, it's going to be unprofitable."

Psychology Professor Paul Reim said, "Many instructors use a test for many wars because someone on their faculty wrote it. It sometimes works against the undergraduate, but sometimes not. A person who wrote the book is also probably writing the class." He said there are many different large course texts that can make a lot more money. "It's like asking a professor in psychology to write a text."

"I don't think they adopt it because I work in the department. They adopted it because it was the best suited for their purposes," Ellsworth added.

"It's like asking a professor in psychology to write a text. They adopt it because it's the best suited for their purposes," he said. "They adopt it because it's the best suited for their purposes."
One More Time

When it happened — when the hundred or so red-clad fans invaded Franklin Field and decorated the west goalposts. 11 seconds before punt officials would officially convene Ivy League title — it seemed premature.

They had spelled the occurrence of the victory celebration that would follow Benard and the Quakers past the goalpost demolition simpliciter to the 11-second marker. Yet the Quakers walked onto Franklin Field knowing that they had reached a victory for at least a share of the Ivy title. They had lost two games in a row — the last to a 24-6 beating at the hands of

Pennsylvania. Harvard — and needed to prove that they hadn’t sputtered, and it didn’t stop any clocks or any bears. But the sighing of dozens of sets of goalposts was, it perfect.

There is a time, Jerry.

The Quakers walked onto Franklin Field knowing that they reached a victory for at least a share of the Ivy title. They had lost two games in a row — the last to a 24-6 beating at the hands of Harvard — and needed to prove that they hadn’t sputtered, and it didn’t stop any clocks or any bears. But the sighing of dozens of sets of goalposts was, it perfect.

Bears and Bombs

The students in Professor Ann Marie’s apartment were splitting their time.

They brought their tidy bears to bag while washing clothes. They brought their tidy bears to bed. They brought their tidy bears to class. As they crossed campus toward to channel or, students and faculty sprang for answers to what is undoubtedly the most pertinent issue of our time — nuclear arms.

And so, Modem Languages College House has had a long celebration, upstaged lerrj Berndl and the celebration was all the more appropriate.
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It May Be A Troll, But Is It Art?

TODAY REPRINT/Revised

Revolution

The Daily Princetonian, comments on the Princeton University community and the events within, and often vent its own opinions. The newspaper, Mr. Canellos is to be congratulated. I would have much rather than counting numbers of rockets - than counting numbers of rockets - that much aid and comfort to the anti-nuclear movement.

Egg On Our Face
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Maurice English dies;
led rebirth of U. Press

B) Gwendolyn Freyd
Maurice English, recorded dean of the University of Pennsylvania Press, died at the age of 54, Graduate Hospital in Philadelphia.

English was a leading figure in the fledgling Press during his four-year deanship, 1975-79. A number of his literary and scholarly publications were handled by him, and he wrote several other periodicals.

"He was a gentleman of dignity and reserve, but he had a remarkable sense of humor. He was a good friend and a close confidant of the faculty. He restored the Press and brought it to its renaissance."

President Emeritus Martin Meyerson said English's poetry and scholarly judgment helped raise out-of-print books a year. They were handled by the Press in a small, but particular way. The Press, for example, published about 50 books annually, compared with about 12 before.

"Maurice English was a distinguished poet and a civilized man who brought creative judgment to work," Meyerson said last night.

He and English helped raise wide scale funds for the Press so it could support a variety of works otherwise impossible.

English had been the Temple University Press in 1965, and stayed there until he retired in 1977. He was editor of Chicago magazine and Primer's, and before joining the University of Chicago Press as an editor in 1965. He was graduated from Harvard University in 1951, after which he was a newspaper reporter. He wrote a novel and the Middle East in the Cold War and after World War II.

Art History Associate Professor Joe Winter last night praised his friend and colleague.

"He had a wonderful sense of humor and of quality and writing," she said. "We brought the quality and the joie de vivre to the Press."

English published two volumes of his own poetry, Atkinson in the Century and Shadows of Roses. Shakespeare and English, poetry and prose, was mentioned in English's recent poems. "Do not become another man's writing. When you look at your shadow later?/Not long ago?/You have grown old...

A memorial service is to be announced.

Dance Fever

THE INTERNATIONAL NIGHT PARTIES IN Mainlin Hall Friday, beet food, fun and all kinds of jiving. There were break dancers, floor dancers, night dancers, even belly dancers. The event was sponsored by the International Students' Association, the Graduate Student Association and North Campus Residents.

Sorority holds three-week 'Diet-a-Thon'

By ELANA HALLWIN

Last week, the Delta Sigma Theta sorority on campus held its first Diet-a-Thon. The event was organized by senior student Kathleen Moore-Brown and last night before the event was held.

"We wanted to try to come up with something that was fun and would promote natural food," Delta Sigma Theta Commander, Leonor Smiley said last night.

During the Diet-a-Thon, the sisters collected canned goods and a limited quantity of human food. When a dieting student came in, she could bring a canned good and then she could eat whatever she wanted. There was a special diet committee that decided how much food was appropriate for each dieter.

"The purpose of the Diet-a-Thon is to bring people together and encourage them to help each other through the struggle of dieting," Moore-Brown said last night.

The Diet-a-Thon was also an opportunity for the sisters to collect food for the Maurice English Foundation, which was established by Maurice English, the former University of Pennsylvania Press deanship. The foundation collects canned goods, and we're always talking about diets. We can bring the food we would like to have and encourage people to eat it."

In the wake of the increasing popularity of dieting and the importance of eating natural food, the Maurice English Foundation was established to promote the use of natural food. The Diet-a-Thon in Philadelphia is a two-month period of weight loss in a three-week period. It was losing weight before and now we deserve gratuity to let them know we appreciated them."

"The second reason is that it's sort of a motivational thing," she said. "I was losing weight before and now it's going to help someone else also. One of the hardest things to do is lose weight, and it's a good motivation."

Delta Sigma Theta, a city-wide sorority, is sponsoring the Diet-a-Thon on five area campuses, including about 60 others.

The Coventry Athens, 4034 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19134

The Nestle Rich 'n Creamy Hot Cocoa Mug.

Now you can enjoy the best tasting hot cocoa in a great looking hot cocoa mug. The Nestle Rich 'n Creamy Hot Cocoa Mug and it's yours free when you buy 5 packets of Nestle Rich 'n Creamy Hot Cocoa Mix. But you better hurry. A find this good goes fast.

WANT TO LOOK LIKE THIS?
ABSOLUTELY 100% FREE!

The Jean Louis David TRAVELING CENTER
Our experienced and licensed hair stylists have helped thousands of men and women look their best. For an appointment call 215-469-5800.

Located in
Jean Madeline hair salon
1620 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA

CAN YOU FIND THE FREE COCOA MUG IN THIS PICTURE?

Nestle Hot Cocoa
HOT COCOA
HOT COCOA
HOT COCOA
HOT COCOA

It's at the bookstore waiting for you when you buy 5 packets of Nestle's Rich 'n Creamy Hot Cocoa Mix.

Now you can enjoy the best tasting hot cocoa in a great looking hot cocoa mug. The Nestle Rich 'n Creamy Hot Cocoa Mug and it's yours free when you buy 5 packets of Nestle Rich 'n Creamy Hot Cocoa Mix. But you better hurry. A find this good goes fast.

Available at: University of Pennsylvania Bookstore
Make your next semester more rewarding.

We'll help you get more out of college, gain valuable job experience — and pay you for it.

If you have an interest in sales, advertising, or business in general, we just might have a part-time job for you as a member of our Advertising Sales Staff.

We're The Daily Pennsylvanian, Penn's 99-year-old student-run daily newspaper, recently judged one of the three best college papers in the United States. Our experience, knowledge, and resources can provide you with a professional background and training. As a member of our Advertising Sales Staff, we offer you the chance to earn substantial income, meet new people, and develop valuable new skills.

This is an excellent opportunity for ambitious, dedicated, enthusiastic students — and you need not have prior sales experience. We have a limited number of positions available starting with our training course in January.

If this sounds good to you, come to our information session Thursday, December 1 at 5 p.m. at the DP office. We'll tell you with our training course in January.

If you are enthusiastic, this is an excellent opportunity for ambitious, dedicated, enthusiastic students — and you need not have prior sales experience. We have a limited number of positions available starting with our training course in January.
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We both reached for the gun:

Maria,

Happy 21st Birthday!

Lisa

CHEMISTRY - MATH - PHYSICS
ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Department of the Navy. Division of Nuclear Reactors is accepting
applications for Nuclear Management Trainees now. College
sophomores/ juniors and seniors can apply and if screened
succeedfully for a $5000 a month stipend and a $2000
bonus upon joining.

Training programs consist of 10 months of graduate level training
covering
Electrical engineering. Career counseling. Chemical analysis
Control. Reality theory.

Followed by six months of internship at one of the three reactor sites.

For Electrical engineering. Career counseling. Chemical anlysis
covering
Training programs consists of 10 months of graduate level training
sophomores/juniors and seniors can apply and if screened
applications for Nuclear Management trainees now. College

ON-CAMPUS
STUDENTS
Are you graduating?
Tnea a leave of absence?
You must apply to be released from your occupancy
contract and returned by November 23.

RESUMES
PROFESSIONALLY TYPED
Photograph & Cover Letter Available
UNIVERSITY CITY
386-0983

COMMUNICATIONS
COLOQUIUM
TODAY
Monday, November 21, 1983
Elilu Katz
Professor of Sociology and Communications, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
and
The Annenberg School of Communications, University of Southern California
on
"Understanding 'Dallas' at Home and Abroad"

Room 356
The Annenberg School of Communications
3440 Market Street, 3rd floor
4:00 P.M.

Admission Free "All Welcome
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Charm the Excitement!

Not Just Candy

At chocolate fair, a little history and a lot of fun

By JANE CHEUNG
It was a chocolate event.
"It's like being in flavoring in the kitchen of Heaven," said Sharon
Ezratty, a chocolate expert at the
Philadelphia Special Olypmpics.

"It's nice to know that there are other chocolate connoisseurs," said Julie
Curhan.

"It's like being out of a chocolate factory," added Patty Laibstain.

These College freshmen were among the hundreds who attended "A Salute to Chocolate" at the
Philadelphia Civic Center.

The chocolate fair, sponsored by the Philadelphia Special Olympics, featured an endless array of chocolate
confections, as well as workshops, demonstrations, and a moment in just about everything you
ever wanted to know about chocolate.

One of the main attractions was a history of chocolate exhibits, sponsored by the Nestle Company. The
display included antique chocolate-making equipment, a chocolate-covered saltine cracker, which melts with milk
as it dissolves, and an antique butter-churner, and a hand-cranked-grinder.

Pictures of the company's founders, old town and label, old television advertisements and a milk chocolate
carnation of the Nestle cow drove a steady stream of chocolate history buffs.

Another impressive display was offered by Jaret International of Brooklyn, N.Y., featuring Cailler's
chocolate imported from Switzerland. The booth gave samples of Gala Peter, the world's first chocolate bar, and Figar, one of the
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Law School holds moot court finals tonight

By DELLA MAKOWSKY

First Law School students will use their skills as neutrals in the final round of the school's annual Keddy Cup Moot Court Competition, today 4:30 p.m. in the University's Movement.

The students, working in pairs, will argue a case in front of a panel of judges. The champion, the Tri-Beta Fraternity, is represented by third-year students Aben Makita and U.S. District Court Judge Walter Baggs and James Gillis.

No victor in ATO order

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

ATO case returns to U.

(Continued from page 3)

Fraternity squared off in court over

The fraternity has contracted once

The fraternity has contracted once

Go For University Study

• Classes are taught in English or Hebrew!

One Year

Program

INTERESTED IN ISRAEL?

Tuition: $1800

Dorms: $900

10 credits

FREE COLLATING!

Call 898-8265: ask for the PIA desk or leave a message or

Write: USD/University Program Information

515 Park Ave., New York, NY 10022

in conjunction with the S.A.

Thanksgiving Hours 1983

Van Pelt and Lippincott Libraries

Van Pelt Main Collection

& Lippincott Library

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24

(Thanksgiving Day)

CLOSED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27

12 noon - 2:00 a.m.

Rosengarten Reserve

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24

(Thanksgiving Day)

CLOSED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

CLOSED

BRAHMS

Deutsche Volkslieder

WILLIAM PARBRRy, conductor

BRUCKNER

Tota pulchra es

Ecce sacerdos

GABRIELI

Jubilate Deo

In ecclesiis

Tuesday, November 22, 1983

Taborathoo Church

8:30 P.M.

FREE admission by tickets

CLOSED

FREE SERVICE I.D. PLATE

Write: USD/University Program Information

515 Park Ave., New York, NY 10022

in conjunction with the S.A.

To confirm 1983-84 eligibility for the Student Health Service after October 31 you need your 1983-84

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE I.D. PLATE

Available from today until

Until Nov. 23 from the HUP table on the first floor of Houston Hall (near main entrance lobby), weekdays from 10:00 am - 3:00 pm University Student Health Insurance Plan Member Handbooks will be available to students enrolled in the Plan at the same time and place.
Harvard rallies to tie for championship

Crimson defeat Yale in the 100th game, 16-7

Welcome to Penn! (Sorry there aren’t cows here like in Philadelphia over the next few weeks. It’s an affluent, VPPOVE BIOLOGY CHEMIS’RY PHYSICS (fauU, t4e dea&w t<&

Goose

Penn’s David Smith gets to Dartmouth quarterback Frank Poflnstlcl on Saturday’s victor) over Ike Big GrcM

CLEAN UP THE SITATIONS on different first half

at kick the crap out of

Ted Smith against Dartmouth quarterback Frank Poflnstlcl on Saturday’s win,n. 21-0. Dartmouth (2-2) is next up on the docket for Penn, which had its

GRAD SCHOOL PREP

PACI 10

don’t tell Kibbe when you get stonkyl

GMAT • MAT

the big A.)

GRE • LSAT

MCAT • DAT

3942 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA / 222 4250

Tonight maybe you

3942 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA / 222 4250

Situation on different first half possessions. The Crimson offense wasted no time putting points on the board, but a touch by Gzzi inside the 20, an interception made Yale’s

0     0     0   14

• 898 7596

Pen makes Dartmouth, repeats as Ivy champion

This year, a happier ending

The final drive for Dartmouth

Penn beats Dartmouth, repeats as Ivy champion

This year, a happier ending
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Penn beats Dartmouth, repeats as Ivy champion

This year, a happier ending
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Please note that the text content is not suitable for a natural reading experience and may require further processing for readability. The document appears to contain a mix of content, possibly including advertisements, news articles, and other miscellaneous text. It is not clear how these elements are related or intended to be read together. The text contains a range of topics, such as academic preparation, sports updates, and advertisements. Due to the varied and sometimes disjointed nature of the content, it is challenging to extract a coherent narrative or context. The text also contains a mix of formal and informal language, including references to academic programs, football games, and personal experiences. The overall quality and coherence of the text are not consistent, making it difficult to provide a faithful and meaningful representation suitable for a natural reading experience.
Crews win twice in Schuykill regattas

Nolan realizes two goals with 100-yard day

Yo Berk-

It wasn’t a Phone Pole, but it’s worth a Rose. Feel better.

The ‘Boys’, Stefanie, Helen, Rita & the Bosox fan.
Nolan realizes
two goals with 100-yard day

The ride ended for Chuck Nolan
the day that saw "1983 Ivy League Football Champions" painted in red letters on 300
yards of Penn football in the locker
room after Saturday's game. Chuck Nolan has always
with players at their backs. The
Penn coach, however, had a whole
new perspective on Saturday, the
day that saw Nolan become the
"best in the field".

Penn's 38-14 victory over Dartmouth
brought the Quakers within one
half of a share of the Ivy League title. Nolan
realized all that the team was capable of.

He did it on his own. Nolan gained 130
yards and scored two touchdowns, leading the
Quakers to their second consecutive league title.

In the second and third quarters of Saturday's
game, Nolan was virtually unstoppable,
in those two quarters, Nolan was virtually unstoppable,
ending the game with 360 yards
and two touchdowns. Nolan realized his
potential.

Penn scored its first touchdown
in the fourth quarter of a Draped
three directed by Chuck Nolan, who
made the nation's fourth
touchdown pass from Pollinello to
Kevitt Brown, who was one of nine
Quakers to contribute to the touch-